FLEX-Drain® Products:
SOLID FLEX-Drain®
Available in 50’ lengths.
A solid pipe, ideal for applications that involve diverting water from one point to another
(i.e. away from downspouts). Does not allow water to seep in or out anywhere except pipe ends.
PERFORATED FLEX-Drain®
Available in 50’ lengths.
A pipe with spaced slits, ideal for ground water drainage (French drains, dispersing water from
flower beds) in applications where surrounding soil is coarse enough not to pose a clogging
threat and/or surrounding debris is minimal.
PERFORATED FLEX-Drain® WITH SOCK
Available in 50’ lengths.
A pipe with spaced slits, covered with removable polyester sock. Ideal for ground water drainage
(French drains, dispersing water from flower beds) in applications where surrounding soil or sand
is fine enough to require filtration and/or surrounding debris is considerable.

FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES:
FLEX-Drain® COUPLER
Female coupler for joining 2 cut pieces of FLEX-Drain® together. It can also be used to adapt
FLEX-Drain® to some wyes and tees to improve the fit and function of the overall system.
FLEXIBLE ELBOW/CONNECTOR™
Expands up to 21” to connect 4” corrugated piping , PVC and many other 4” pipes together. It creates any angle or turn, and expands to
reach pipes that have been cut short, and is an excellent repair piece for damaged sections of pipe.
FLEXIBLE DOWNSPOUT ADAPTOR
Available in both 3x4x4 and 2x3x4
It is used to connect your downspout to FLEX-Drain®, 4” standard corrugated pipe, 4” PVC, and most other 4” pipe. The flexible design
allows an easier connection with more versatility than standard rigid adaptors.
FLEXIBLE T/ Y
Replaces all standard tees and wyes and works with 4” corrugated pipe or standard PVC. Flexes and bends to fit most any angle.
UNIVERSAL PIPE CONNECTOR
The low cost solution for connecting FLEX-Drain®, corrugated pipe, 4” PVC, and many other 4” pipe together.

FLEX-Drain® COLORED PIPE AND DOWNSPOUT ADAPTORS
Available in 8’ solid pipe and both 3x4x4 and 2x3x4 downspout adaptors
A perfect blend of flexibility, durability, and versatility come together in the latest product from FLEX-Drain®. This premium line of FLEXDrain® makes blending your drainage needs into the current environment a snap. The new downspout adaptors come in an extended length
to make it easier to connect to drainage system that you currently have in place. Colors include White, Brown, Tan, and Green.
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